In his paper, G. Shimura quotes a proposition [2, Proposition 2.5] which is derived directly from a transformation formula of theta functions due to KrazerPrym and suggests proving this proposition by means of a generalized Poisson summation formula obtained by A. Weil [4, Théorème 4]. The purpose of this paper is to execute his idea. Let us explain briefly the result.
In his paper, G. Shimura quotes a proposition [2, Proposition 2.5] which is derived directly from a transformation formula of theta functions due to KrazerPrym and suggests proving this proposition by means of a generalized Poisson summation formula obtained by A. Weil [4, Théorème 4] . The purpose of this paper is to execute his idea. Let us explain briefly the result.
Let V be a 2« dimensional real vector space and let F be a discrete subgroup of rank 2« in V. Suppose that we have a nondegenerate alternate bilinear form A on Vx V which assumes integral values on Dx D. The form A represents an integral cohomology class on the torus F= VID. A complex vector space structure J on V induces a complex structure on the torus, which may be denoted by the same notation. Such a complex structure J is said to be admissible if there is a positive divisor on the complex torus (T, J) whose cohomology class is A. Making use of the theory of theta functions on the complex vector space ( V, J), we assign to each admissible complex structure J on F a holomorphic map Q(J) of the complex torus (F, J) into a complex projective space F of a certain dimension depending only on the form A, in such a way that the cohomology class A is a rational multiple of the image of the cohomology class of hyperplane sections on F under the cohomology homomorphism 0(F)*.
Consider the group S(D) of real linear transformations of V which leave the bilinear form A and the subgroup D invariant. If a e S(D), then a induces an isomorphism a of F onto itself. If J is an admissible complex structure on T, there is a unique admissible complex structure /" on T such that o : (T, J") -* (T, J) is a holomorphic isomorphism of these two complex tori. Now, the result asserts that if we make a suitable choice of the assignment &(J) to each admissible complex structure J and if o belongs to a congruence subgroup in S(D) of sufficiently high level with respect to an appropriate base of D, then the following diagram is commutative :
(T,J')^->(T, J) <d(j\^ /@(J) P JUN-ICHI HANO [July Our task is not difficult, because there is available a paper by P. Cartier [1] , which views theta functions in the framework of the unitary representation of a certain nilpotent Lie group which is a fundamental tool used by A. Weil to obtain his generalization of the Poisson summation formula.
In what follows, we denote by C the field of complex numbers, by R the field of real numbers and by Z the ring of integers.
The referee of the present work kindly suggests the author to refer, for other proofs of the above result, to the following two articles: J.-I. Igusa, On the graded ring 0/ theta-constants, Amer. J. Math. 86 (1964) , 219-246 and D. Mumford, 0« the equations defining abelian varieties, (III), Invent. Math. 3 (1967) , 215-244. 1 . Notations and theorems. 1.1. Let F be a 2« dimensional real vector space and let F be a discrete subgroup of rank 2«. We assume that our vector space V is equipped with a nongenerate alternate bilinear form A on VxV which assumes integral values on DxD. This setting (F, D, A) is fixed throughout this paper. An endomorphism J (acting on the right of the vector space V) satisfying the following conditions:
is called admissible complex structure for (K, A). We denote by V¡ the complex vector space determined by J, and by T, the complex torus VjjD. The alternate bilinear form A defines canonically an integral cohomology class of the complex torus Tj, which provides a polarization of T,. The hermitian form 77., on V, x V, defined by respectively; we have F = E n D, F' = E' n D. Take {dn+x,..., d2n} as a C-base of the complex vector space V¡. If Then, B0 is a satellite form of A. Setting
we obtain a semicharacter </i0 of D attached to A. Obviously, i/r0(r)=l and un=i.
We denote by 31 the set of row vectors a=iax,..., an) of integer components such that 0<aa< |ea|, a= 1,..., «. Let us introduce an order in the set 3Í once and for all, and denote by a{k) the feth element in 91. The number of elements in the set 31 is the Pfaffian e. Then 6k is a theta function of type (77,, <p0), and those e functions {6k, 1 < fe < e} form a C-base of the vector space of theta functions of type (77,, ip0). Now, consider a holomorphic map of the complex vector space V, into the complex vector space Ce given by x-^(ö1(7)(x),...,öe(7)(x)).
It is well known (see [3, Théorème 5, Chapter VI]) that under the assumption that each elementary divisor et of A with respect to D is not less than 3, the above holomorphic map of V3 into Ce induces a holomorphic map 0(7) of the complex torus Tj into the complex projective space jPe_1 of dimension e-l which is univalent and everywhere regular. Moreover, the image of the cohomology class of hyperplane cross sections under 0(7)* is the cohomology class determined by A.
1.3. Let S be the group of nonsingular F-linear transformations of V, acting on the right-hand side, which leave the alternate bilinear form A invariant, that is, the symplectic group of A, and let SiD) be the subgroup of S consisting of the elements a such that Da = D. If a e SiD) and if J is an admissible complex structure of (F, A), then J" = aja~1 is also an admissible complex structure of ( V, A), and o is a complex linear transformation of Vjo onto Vj. Since Da = D, a induces a holomorphic isomorphism of the abelian variety T,a onto the abelian variety F,, which leaves the polarization A invariant.
In terms of a base {du ..., dn, dn + u ..., d2n} of D adapted to A, a e SiD) is represented by a matrix M {a) of integer coefficients ;
Let us denote by Siv) the normal subgroup of SiD) consisting of those elements a such that M{a)= l2n mod v. Now, we are ready to state the main theorem. , we introduce a nilpotent Lie group G associated to the pair ( V, A) of a 2« dimensional real vector space V and a nondegenerate alternate bilinear form A on VxV. We first consider a Lie algebra © over F whose underlying vector space is the direct sum of R and V and whose bracket multiplication is given by
Obviously © is a nilpotent Lie algebra and whose center is the subalgebra consisting of elements (t, 0). Let G be the simply connected Lie group corresponding to the Lie algebra ®. The exponential map e: © -*■ G is univalent and surjective. The image of the center in G under the exponential map e is the center of the group G. Any element in G is uniquely written as e(t, u) = et-eu, teR,veV.
The law of multiplication is given by
Now, we define two unitary representations of the group G which are equivalent to each other. The first one is the Schrödinger representation. We recall that V is the direct sum of two maximal isotropy subspaces F and F' with respect to A. If we express an element geG as g=et-ev'-ev, t e R, v e E, v' eE', the law of multiplication reads (es-éu'-éa)-(é-éD'-é°) = f+t+MM.tn.f»-**.^^ ^ t e R¡ ^ ¡,e£i ^ v> e£'.
In the Schrödinger representation, the representation module is the Hubert space L2(E) of C-valued square-integrable functions on E with respect to a usual Lebesgue measure dv which is kept fixed once and for all on F. The homomorphism t of G into the group of unitary operators of L2(E) is given by These two representations are known to be irreducible [1] and their restrictions to the center of G give rise to the same character of the center: el -*■ e[t]. Therefore they are unitary equivalent to each other by the theorem of Stone-Neumann
2.2. Let (77, tt) be a unitary representation of G on a Hubert space 77 and a homomorphism tt of G into the group of unitary operators on 77. Let Hx be the Gârding subspace consisting of C "-vectors in 77. The subspace 77o,; is a Frechet space with respect to a certain topology (see [1, §7] ) and is 7r(G)-invariant. Thus, we have a representation (7700, w) on the Fréchet space Hx. Let 77_ m be the complex vector space of continuous antilinear forms forms of 77oe. The representation (77m, tt) of G canonically induces a representation (H_x,tt) of G: (-n-(g)f)(a) =/i7Tig~1)'a), g e G, a e 77oe and/e 77_ m. The inner product (a, b) of the Hubert space 77 is antilinear with respect to the first entry a and C-linear with respect to the second entry b. Assigning to an element b e 77, an antilinear form /(a) = (a, b), we identify be H with/ e 77_ ". In this manner, we regard 77 as a subspace of the complex vector subspace 77_oe. Moreover, the restriction of the representation (F/_oe, tt) to the subspace 77 is exactly the representation (77, tt); this fact justifies our usage of the same notation tt for three distinct representations of G.
2.3. Let us apply the above construction of new representations to the Fock representation (F,, pj). The Lie algebra © of G is the direct sum R+V. To each reFc@, we assign an operator /»,(/) = 2ir/r-l, where 1 is the identity operator. To each v e F<= ©, we assign an operator For a given i/j, the choice of / is not unique. Conversely, if / is an F-linear form on V, the right-hand side of the above formula (5) defines a semicharacter of D attached to A. If especially we choose / to be identically zero, we obtain the semicharacter ipo defined by (2). A distribution t e (5") is a solution of the system (6) if and only if t satisfies the following two systems of equations :
where rd denotes the translation in the vector space F along d, and
where the left-hand side of the equality is the multiplication of a function e[Aix, d')] of x e F and a distribution t. Let us denote by T0 the subgroup in F consisting of those elements v each of which satisfies Aiv, d') = 0 mod 1 for all d' eV. Clearly ro=>r. The subgroups T and r" are generated by {du ..., dn} and {dn + u ..., d2n} respectively, where these 2« elements form a base of G adapted to A. Hence, T0 is generated by di = i\¡e1)di,..., d° = i\/en)dn. A complete system of representatives of the coset group r0/r is the set of elements da = 2"= i aid°, where a = (a1;..., an) e 31 (cf. 1.2).
By selecting a suitable F-linear form / on V, let us express the semicharacter ip as in (5). Let b be a unique solution vector in F of the equations Aid, a') = l{d') for each d' e V. We denote by X the set of vectors veE such that e[Aiv, d')] = </>(<F) for each d' e T'. Then the set X is written as b+T0. Now, suppose that t is a solution of (8), then t must be a distribution of the form 2«ex aiv)8v is the Dirac distribution at the point ve E, and a(t') e C. If, furthermore, t satisfies (7), then the coefficients a(i?)'s satisfy the relation «(»-</) = <pid)aiv) for deT.
Therefore a solution t of (6) is of the form (9) 2^)2^-^..^» aeA where the «(¿J's are arbitrary constants in C. Conversely, a distribution of this form is a solution of the system of equations (7). We may call a distribution of the form (9) a theta distribution associated to a semicharacter </-of D.
As a result of the above observation, we obtain the following: Proposition 1. The complex vector space o/ theta distribution associated to a semicharacter >p o/ D attached to A is o/ dimension e, the P/affian of A with respect to D.
Let ij be an isomorphism of the Hubert space L2(E) onto the Hubert space Fs through which the Schrödinger representation and the Fock representation are unitary equivalent. Then, i, canonically extends to a G-isomorphism of S' onto F,.«,. Obviously, QeF,.x satisfies (4) if and only if (ó)_1-0 satisfies (7). Namely, 6 is a theta function of type (H}, 4>) if and only if (ó)"1. 6 is a theta distribution associated to <f>. Thus, Proposition 1 immediately implies Theorem A. In his paper [1] , Carrier proves this theorem using the lattice representation [1, 12] . The idea employed in our proof is an analogue of his in the Schrödinger representation. We denote by A(G) the group of automorphisms of the Lie group G which leave each element in the center {e\ t e R} of G fixed. An automorphism s e A(G) determines a pair of an element a e S and and F-linear form r¡ on F by the equality
Conversely, if a e S and 17 is an F-linear form on V, then the pair (a, 17) gives rise to an automorphism of G belonging to A(G) in this manner. The subgroup in A(G) consisting of the pairs (a, r¡) with r¡-0 is canonically isomorphic to the sympletic group S. Thus, we realize S as a subgroup in A(G). Another way to describe automorphisms in A(G) is employed by Weil [4, p. 150], which utilizes the expression of an element in G as et-eu'-eu, t e R, u e E, u' e E'. Take particularly an automorphism a belonging to S; (u,u')-a = (u-a + u'-y, u-ß+u'-8).Then Given an element a e SiD), we denote by a* a correspondence which assigns to a function 99 on V} a function <p ° a on V,a. Then a* gives rise to an isomorphism of the Hubert space F¡ onto the Hubert space In the above computation, we make use of (11) and the fact that the real linear transformation a e S of V leaves the measure dv invariant. Thus, Uj{c) -1 • r(e' • eu) ■ Ujio) = r{el ■ eu"), t e R, u e V.
4.3. Proposition 3. Let iL\E), +) be the Schrödinger representation. If U is a unitary operator on L2(E) which is in the normalizer of t(G) and induces an automorphism a of G belonging to the symplectic group S, then U leaves the subspace (S) of rapidly decreasing C '"-functions on E invariant, defining an isomorphism of the Fréchet space (S) onto itself. Therefore U canonically extends to an isomorphism of the space (Sr) of tempered distribution onto itself.
Proof. By assumption the unitary operation U induces an automorphism or of G belonging to 5". In virtue of a theorem of Weil mentioned in 4.1., t/is equal to the unitary operator U}(o) = (ijo) ~1-a*-iJ in Proposition 2 times a scalar with absolute value 1. Therefore, it is enough to show that the proposition is valid for U,(a). The isomorphism i¡ of L2(E) onto F¡ maps naturally the Gârding space (S) of the representation (L2(E), t) onto the Gârding space FJoe of the representation (Ft, pj). Similarly, ijaiiS)) = FJoai. Therefore, it suffices to prove that the unitary operator a* of Ft onto F ¡a induces an isomorphism of FJa> onto Fjo^.
Let <p be an arbitrary holomorphic function on V,. Since o* ■ <p is the composition <P ° a of a : Vjo ->-Vj and the function <p on V,, a*(0" • <p) = dv.a -1 • (a* • <p) for veV. On account of (11) 1.1, {dx,. .., dn} is a base of F* and {dn + 1¡ex,..., d2Jen} is a base of F*. Let us write an automorphism o of the group G belonging to the sympletic group S as in (10); (eu' ■ eu) = e9°{u-u"> ■ eu'B+u'"' ■ eu'a+u''r, where (u, u')-a = (u-a + u' -y, u-ß+u' -8). In this section, we are concerned with an automorphism a e S satisfying the following conditions:
(ii) (T+r*).a = r+r*,
Lemma. Suppose that a is in the congruence subgroup S(2e) of S(D) and is expressed as (u, u')a = (u-a + u'-y, u-ß + u'-8). Then a satisfies the above three Applying the fact that da\ea=2?=i (mn+ßJea) -dn+ß, we see that \A(da -a,da-ß)=0 mod 1, completing the proof.
5.2. Proposition 4. Let us denote by U a unitary operator on L2(E) which induces an automorphism o of G belonging to S(2e) and also the isomorphism of the space (S') of tempered distributions onto itself determined canonically by U. If t is a theta distribution associated to the semicharacter ¡/>0 defined in (2), then Ut = yt with a scalar X of absolute value 1 which is independent on t. Proof. We start with a resume of Weil's results. Let F and F' be the maximal isotropy subspaces of V with respect to A defined in 1.1 ; V=E+E', E n F' = (0). We regard F and F' the dual groups of each other with respect to a coupling (u, u') = e[A(u, «')], ueE,u'eE'.
The dual group of F is E'jF* and that of F* is F/r. Let du be a usual Lebesgue measure on F and let du' be a Lebesgue measure on F' such that we have Plancherel formula j\9(u)\2du = j\F-(p(u')\2du', where F-<p is the Fourier transform of <p; F<p(«')=J <p(w)<w, m'> du.
Let F be a Hubert space consisting of C-valued everywhere locally integrable function $ on ExE' satisfying the functional equality (17) <S>(u+d, u'+d') = <«, u")<t>(du') almost everywhere on ExE' for each (d, d')eFx F*, and having a finite norm ||<D|| = f \®\2du-du'.
|<D| induces a locally integrable function on F/r x E'/F* with respect to the induced measure du du' on the space. To each O e L2(E), we assign a function 0 in K given by (18) <D(«,M')= 2 <p(u+dKd,u'}.
der Then, the correspondence Z:<p-><I> is an isomorphism of the Hubert space L2(E) onto the Hubert space K. Take an element ev' e G. Then We see easily that the unitary operator Vi<j)=Z~1-yi<j)Z of L2(F) induces the automorphism a of G. Now, let a be an element in the group 5(2e), and let f be an element in F which is a linear combination of di¡eu ..., djen with integral coefficients. Since F(a) induces the automorphism a of the group G,
where (w, u')a~1 = iu-a1 + u'-a1, u-ßi + u'-8i). By the equality (15) in Lemma, we have F(o-)-T(eç). K(or)"1 = T(eí'íieíai).
Take an arbitrary rapidly decreasing C°°-function 95 on F. Then
The left-hand side of the above equality is iy{o) ■ Z ■ rie*))?, which turns out to be •({/(o-).ç)) for any <p e (5), fe=l,..., e. This means that if / is a theta distribution, then Via) -t = t. If a unitary operator U includes an automorphism a of G, then U=X-V(o), |A| = 1. Thus, we have proved that U-t = X-t for an arbitrary theta distribution associated to i(>0, completing the proof.
5.3. On account of Proposition 1 and 2, the proof of Theorems B and C is to be completed if we determine the theta functions of type (H¡, <p0) corresponding to the theta distributions tx,..., tk under the isomorphism /,: (5') -*■ Fj^x.
We state the following two facts : The first one is that tk is written as 2 T(e* + *a(k))8o der with the Dirac distribution S0 at the origin 0 e E; and the second one is that a theorem of Cartier [1, Theorem 1] asserts that the one-dimensional subspace in (S') spanned by 80 is characterized as the set of solutions t in (5") of the system of equations r(u')-t = 0, u'eE', where f is the respresentation of the Lie algebra of G corresponding to the group representation ((5"), r). Let us determine the one-dimensional subspace in F,.«, consisting of the solutions <p of the system of equations 
